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By Karl H. Pribram
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t is 1985, and psychology in the United
States is divided. Experimentalists and academics are dissatisfied with the growth of
professionalism, and clinical and humanistic
professionals cannot see the relevance of current cxpcrinlents to thc practical concernsof the
field.
l'hc uilt~~ctit
is of long standing, and scents
intractable. But I helievc that a new look is in
order, and that the landscape before us heralds a
remedy , if only we can accept what we see.
One of the major blocks to acceptance is the
overwhelming concern of 20th century scicntists with method and techniaue. This concern
has nladc psycllology a rcspcctable science but,
as. with every advance, some disadvantages.
have accrued. I do not propose that we throw
out the baby with the ba!hwater-only
that it is
time for a change. of bathwater.
The overarching concern with method is expressed in terms such as the "hard" and the
"soft" parts of psychology (when in fact the soft.
often exceed the hard in the rigor of their experimental design), in the ambivalence of the
clinicial toward scientific psychology.. and in
the disdain of the experimentalist for the
thought processes demanded in the clinic.'
According to this view we need search 'no
further, and,as long as'we cannot change our
-methods, by virtue of the interest we pursue,
we cannot change what ails us.
I believe this view to be false. In fact,
method and technique have unified psychology. Differences in subject matter -.instrumental behavior, social behavior, verbal
reports o f subjective experience, psychophysics, man-machine interfaces - have
been considerably more divisive than method.
We all share a faith in statistics and apply these
techniqucs whenever they are appropriate, and
.sometimes even when they are not. We all
believe in exverimental design (other disciplines such as neuroanatomy and neurophysiology have hardly heard of such an approach to research), and apply it whenever
feasible. If we are clinicians we accept or reject
findings.on the basis of this common belief in
method.
It is the difference in regnant paradigms, not
method, which differentiates the various divisions in psychology. At the core, I believe the
problem is that experimental psychology's
journey from behavhiri?~.to cognitive psychology has been but a beginning. Until that
journey is taken a step further, psychology will
retilain fragmented. I also believe the time is
ripc for tnking this next step and I want to make
this an opportunity to' outline the direction it
will go.
'
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Perspective
In tl~cdocadc bctwccti 1955 und 1965, a
par;ttligm shift took plitce in psychology. This
shift. which has come to be known as the eognitive revolution, came about by virtue of a convergence of technological innovation, mathematical inventioti and a host of findings in the
neurosciences. Among the remarkable accomplishmcnts of the decade were: Information measurement in communication; servomechan,ismsin cot?trol systems; computers and
prograniming techniques to analyzE problemsolving; studies of natural language grammars
with the aid of symbolic logic; and the analysis
of learning from the vantage pf sampling and
decision theories. . .
.
.
The neurosciences also made critical con-.
tributions. Neuropsychology, which had come
into disrepute because of a failure to provide
rdiable data, was shown to be viable once the
proper techniques were employed. More important at the time, neurophysiology showed
that feedbacks rather than reflex arcs were the
elementary circuits in the nervous system. Thus
. the brain was shown to be capable of controlling its input and organisms were seep as
actively opcrating on their environments. A
simple stimulus-responsc~chain,even with in- .
tcrvening variables and hypothetical constructs. did not rcflcct the nctuality of how thc
'organism was put togcther.
Finally, it was shown that dishabituation
could occur Whenever any aspect of a repetitive
situation was altered, even when the alteration
involved attenuation or absence of the stimulus. The brains of mammals. at least, make
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every pattern, no matter how complex, can be
anniversary of the publication of Ebbinghaus'
emory, his view of the matter: ,analyzed into simple component regular wave
forms that differ only in amplitude, frequency
'The curious theory of Bain and others that
and relationship to one another.
each idea is lodged in a separate ganglion cell
isjan hypothesis impossible both psychologi-' , The Fourier process yields a dimensionality.
a "space," in which information becomes discally and physiologically."
;
tributed and thus enfolded in every portion of
Why would this identification of percepts
the "space." Thus space and time, as we perand cognitions with single neurons ,be of such
ceive them; bcconic distrihutctl i t ~ l t letift)l(lod.
..importanceto a pioneer psychologist? Why is it
and are no longer the dimensions being pro. important today? The reason can be expressed
cessed. In the absence of explicit space and
in terms of mindlbrain isomorphism. If indeed
time dimensions, as noted by Gabor in. his
pond to our introspections, the
e enterprise is built on, a faulty '.pioneering paper published in 1946, causality
. .
also disappears.
Gabor's analysis of acoustic and visual proc. I am'writing this,essay on my word procesessing
led to his mathmaticill invention of
sor. According to the one neuronlone idea proholography and current engincering techniques
posal there should be a single switch somewhere in my computer which represents the .' of visual processing. Hologruphic rcyrcscntations represent this distributed, enfolded doword computer and another which represents
the word isomorphism. Or at least there should 'main, and there is now an imposing body of
be a chip which constitutes such a kpresenta- ; evidence that the micmstructurr: of receptive
field properties of neurons in the primary.
tion. "Utter nonsense!" says the co'mputer seisenso* systems can. be modelled in Gabor
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entist. Then why does the cognitive scientist
whose modelis, and whose modelling uses; the . mathematics.
Another major mathematical formulation of
computer and its programs so extensively, acthe late 19th century was the formulation by .
"neuronal models" of their inputs, models cept without question the c-nt
neurophyBoltzman of the second law of thermodynaagainst which subsequent inputs were proc- siolqgical "dogma"? ,
mics. This formulation has more recently been
essed. Such neuronal models act as represenlaIn fact, the newphysiological evidence is
developed by Prigogine into the mathematics of
tions, and processing constituted computations &ainst the,one idealone neuron'concept..Each
dissipative structures, structures, which disamong representations.
neuron. even in the primary sensory cortices, is
sipate entropy (disorder) by establishing temCognitive ~ s ~ c h o l ocenters
g ~ on studying. selective of several features, not one. Sets of
the active computations which guide organisms neurons display different conjunctions of feaL
porary stabilities far from equilibrium. Life,
biochemical and neural, is characterized by
in solving ~roblems..Com~uter
Programs are lure selectivity. .This suggests that spatially
vehicles by which com~utationsCan br: accom- . arranged patterns of neurons, not single , such self-organizing processes.
.These distributed.and dissipative mathema.~lished.Inf~rmationn~easurementand other neurons, read out specific features to the next
mathematical techniques aid in the construction stage of processing. Occasidnally.in a network . tical fohulations 'mi much more readily imof problem-solving programs. Programs are of such spatial patterns a node forms ,khich p l e m e n t e d , i n t h e p a r a l l e l c o m p u t e r
architectures .currently under. development. . .
languages.
revolution was underway.
. responds more vigorously to a particular conPsychologists are utilizing these formulations
junction of features under investigation: thus
~oday
the pontifical "grandmother" cell of which so , to describe facets of memory and other cognitive processes. Thus James Anderson and his
much has been made in textbooks. But close
~ 1 of1 psychology h;s not &come cognitive.
colleagues
at Brown Univcrsity have been eninquiry
in
the
laboratory
shows
that
such
pontiMethodological behaviorists continue to den:- .
gaxed
in
modellin-e
thc catesorical attlects of
fical
respond
toother-~ro~eflies
of
the
onstrate their strength in devising rigol.bus ex- ,
nlcrliory
by
rilittrix
niotlcls.
Bon Murtlock it[ the
st~rnulus,
ulbcit
not
as
vigorously
ns
to
o
~
l
c
.pcriments. nadica1 behaviorists continue to
University of Toronto has implemc~itedcondecry the ambiguity of natural language and the specific conjunction. I would not surprised if
resulting impossibility a science of subjec- .. 0"" could 0 ~ ~ a ~ i 0 n aidentify
l l y a chip or even a. volutional mathematics to handle serial 'order
effects. I have recently provided neuropsychotive experience. ~ ~ i ~ t ~and~ phet i , ~switch
~ i in ~thet hardware
~
of a computer which
logical evidence sugguesting that the brain can
mofe vigorously when some featufe
. nomenalists insist that behavior is not the es- responds
work in either the matrix or the convolutional
'sence of psychology - that subjective exper;- in assembly language was being processed.
mode, depending on processing demands.
.aspect
Ihe current malaise. in
ence is what motivates all of us to enter the .
o gits~ relationship to AI,
Geoffrey Hinton and his group at Carnegiefield. Clinicians have to deal with the verbal c?gnifive ~ s ~ c h o l is
Mellon University have developed Boltzman
reports - introspections, but aspire to have .. artificial intelligence. Much of what goes on
"machines" to ch-terize
under
this
label
aims
at
enhancing
problem,
still other aspects of
reliable tests that will validate such reports. ' .
problem solution.
Cognitive psycho]ogy has at least helped . solufion and Surpassing human capabi1ity:But
clinicians in their aspirations. The current surge , a s spec table group within A1 is interested in
What's in a name?
humans
problems. Often this group
of excelknt work in clinical neuropsychology
introspects
and
attempts
to
use
out
is but'one example of linking an analysis of
These, then, are the dwelopn~entswhich I
~
natural .langu?ge to
verbal reparti with quantitative behavioral test- n ~ t o r i ? u s l nnlbiguous
believe will make psychology whole once
construct
computer
simulations.
These
.often
ing .
again. When George Miller, Eugene Galanter
But cognitive psychology itself is beginning have Ihe appearance of rigor* but the basic
and I found ourselves in transit from behaviorto feel its agi. The vitality which characterized . premises upon which
are
are
ism to cognitive psychology, we noted that we
the revolution is ebbing. More and more ex- never examined.
.
.
were really "subjective behaviorists" and
pcrinicntalists are concerned with rcfinet~~cnts
laughed ut the purudox which, i ~ tllut
t
t i ~ t ~tcl ~, u t
Tomorrow
and, to outsiders, sometimes with trivia. There
term seemed to imply. We also notctl thitt, to
are suggestions of "burn-out" -that the revocope with the subjective portion of our agenda.
Already, however, thcre is a fresh wind
lutton has come to an end, that activity will
" we would have to develop a t~cwset of scicnblowing.
The
impetus
comes
from
the
concome to a standstill when it is realized that,
tific procedures. We suggested that enactment
after all, the radical behaviorists are right: lan- struction of parallel processing architectures,
of subjective experience by computer siniulawhich
allow
content-addressable
rather
than
guage is too ambiguous to serve as the core of a
lion would serve this purpose. I view computer .
location-addressatile programming. This
science.
simulation as akin to the "in vitro" experiments
architecture
resembles
that
of
the
brain
much
I see the matter differently. I, too, see the
performed in biochemistry, the cotnputcr scrvending of the 1955-1965 revolution. But I also more than today's serially operating devices.
ing as the test tube.
The
ambiguity
of
natural
language
is
being
see the beginning of the next turn of the wheel,
The problem with current cognitive piycholreplaced
by
more
precise
linguistic
formulathe coming revolution of 1985-1995.
ogy
is that its simulations are'pretty well limited
tions. This allows a diminution of the ambiguito intentional problem-solving behavior and to
ty
inherent
in
verbal
reports
of
problem-solving
What's' Wrong?
perceptual experience; it has done rather poorly
and perceptual experience. The ambiguity is
with the latter. Plans as programs are working
What is wrong with the current paradigm in further reduced by clinical applications, espcweil;
programs as image processors have fared
cognitive psychology is that it is based solely cially in those where brain damage is being
poorly. In the 1950s we were convinced that
on analogy with the serial processing computer examined.
and Von Neuman architecture. Serial programFurther. mathematical descriptions which within a decade we would have machines that
ming is excellent for symbol manipulation, but
can be implemented more readily in parallel would produce finished hard copy manuscripts
fails to'provide access to the richness of texture
networks are becoming influential. Already from verbal dictation, that,.translations from
involved in image processing. And all thought convolution and matrix models are pitted one natural language to anoth.er would soon
is not imageless.
against each other as explanatory of pattern follow. These expectations are as yet unfulfilThe deficiency is compounded by the view perception, categorizing, and serial order ef- 'led, due to the intractibility of image processing
that, in the nervous system, shial architecture
fects in memory. These models fit neuro- by current serial processing architecture and
is represented by a hierarchical Euclidian sys- anatomical, neurophysiological and neurobe- programming.
Emotions and motivations as root dispositem in which single elements, single neurons.
havioral data much more closely than do less
serve as detectors of single features, single persophisticated feature hierarchy models. And, tions, thus far, also have been inaccessible to
ccpts; single cognitions. An otherw'ise ex- what is most important, there is room in these enactment. Such dispositional variables may
cellent recent text in neuropsychology is based
models for precise descriptions of processes well become accessible to simulation whcn the ,
on the concept of a "cognon," a neuron which which lead to Intuitions, affects, attention and parallel architecture and quantum distributed
and tltermodyna~nicdissipative tt~athet~~atics
represents a cognition. In psychophysics, a intention.
channel is identified, implicitly or explicitly, '
These mathematical models range well are applied.
with a neuron:
beyond the statistics which have proved so useIn the 19th century, cognition was joined to
T h e identification of an idea with a neuron is ful in the social sciences. The mathematical conatibn and affect to compose psychology. I
not new. Bain, in the 19th century, held such a developments in the 19th century can be dated doubt that the current changes in psychology
view. It is worth recalling on this 100th from Fourier's discovery, which showed that
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5
will be termed conative or affective, but the
changes portend in this direction. To make psychology whole, its regnant paradigm must truly
reflect the totality of.subjective behaviorism.
not a paradigm that is limited to perception and
cognition, to problem solving and "information
processing." The structuring of "redundancy"
in terms of familiarity and .novelty has been
neglected except for a few pioneers such as Tex
Gardner, George Miller and Herb Simon (on
chunking and the magical number). It is the
dimension of familiaritylnovelty, not amount
of information, which influences arousal.
Modelling the apparatus by which chunking
occurs, and the modelling of graph structures in
gencrnl, is bound to benefit greatly from the
availability of parallel processing architectures
and programs based on -matrix and convolutional mathematics.
What will be the name of this next turn in the
development of scientific and professional psy-
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chology? It is hard to predict. I would like to see
the label "holistic" become respectable. For not
only is the whole greater than and different
from the sum of its parts, as the Gestalt psychologists were wont to point out, but the
whole can under certain conditions also become enfolded in all its "parts." Thus each
"part" represents the whole, as 'in a hologram.
Convolutional and matrix mathematics, the
distributed and dissipative structures we are
coming to know, allow holistic discriptions to
be as rigorously scientific and precise as any
that have been used in physics, chemistry and
biology.
At the same time, these developments in
mathematics and computer architecture allow
us to model psychological processes as diverse
as imaging and intuition, as respectible as
sensory psychophysics and as non-sensical
(non-sensory) as mystical.experience. For a
half-century, quantum physicists such as Niels
Bohr, Schrodinger, Einstein and Heisenberg
shared their insights with us by pointing out the
similarity of their findings with those of the
Veda and Upanishids and other spiritual disciplines. Is it not time that psychology listens. .

places the Newtonian cosmology in perspective
and comes to grips, where relevant, with the
models developed in 19th and'20th century
mathematics and physics?
The transition from behaviorism, especially
stimulus-response behaviorism, to cognitive
psychology was characterized by an increasing
difficulty with operationalizing such concepts
as drive, and an increasing ability to operationalize such concepts as effort and attention.
I believe that the next revolutionary turn in
psychology will, in a similar way, be characteri z e d by a n i n c r e a s i n g d i f f i c u l t y in
operationalizing concepts we. now hold dear,
such as information processing, and by and
increasing ability to operation,alize such concepts as meaning and intuition. The 21st century is beckoning, and I predict advances in psychology, both as a science and in practice,
which will rival those in the biology, the
chemistry and the physics of the 20th. This is
my faith.
Karl Pribram is professor ofpsychology and of
psychiatry and behavioral science or Stanford
university.
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